This paper presented a conformal smoothing theory, and smoothing capability evaluation was established on the proposed theory. According to pressure distribution model, processing parameters have been optimized and the CPP sample with a size of 340 × 340 mm was applied in conformal smoothing. The middle spatial frequency was effectively corrected with the total polishing time of 750 min, and energy was constringed 32.2 times (improved from 57.68 nm 2 ·mm to 1.79 nm 2 ·mm). Meanwhile, surface roughness RMS (root mean square) maintained at the same scale (changed from 265.4 nm to 265.2 nm). Parametric conformal smoothing was proven to be an effective method to control the middle spatial frequency error of CPPs.
be completed. Conformal smoothing aims to smooth mid-to-high spatial frequency of millimeter level and keep specific low-spatial frequency surface precision. Conformal SP should be optimized. This paper focuses on theoretic analysis of SP, optimization of conformal smoothing tool, and engineering applications of conformal smoothing. Firstly, the conception of smoothing ratio was proposed to characterize the effect of smoothing and conformability based on pressure distribution model. Then, the smoothing tool was optimized by theoretically analyzing, simulating, and experimentally verifying. Finally, the optimized tool was applied in the smoothing of 340 mm × 340 mm CPP, where mid-to-high spatial frequency errors were effectively controlled.
theory of conformal Smoothing
Pressure distribution model. To calculate the pressure distribution, a generalized model is established in this research. In this model, the contact between polishing pad and component is considered to be elastic and the component is assumed to be rigid. Effects friction and others are ignored, in order to simplify the model 21, 22 .
As shown in Fig. 1 , P b is the force exerted by polishing pad. P m is the supporting force. According to laws of minimum potential energy and Hooke's, the governing matrix equation of hexahedral elements separated from pressure distribution model could be defined as follows:
v T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 F 0 is the nodal force vector. K 0 is the element stiffness matrix. C 0 is the nodal displacement vector. B 0 is the strain-displacement matrix. D 0 is the elastic stress-strain relation matrix.
Both matrices mentioned in last equation are related to properties of polishing tool and mid-spatial frequency error (MSFR) 23 . www.nature.com/scientificreports www.nature.com/scientificreports/ Then, integrated every vector in Eq. (1) and the whole matrix could be defined as follows:
Meanwhile, the boundary conditions could be described as following equations set before solving the model. In the model, the pressure distribution on upper and lower surface can be attained from F b and F m . Further, the material removal rate of MSFR can be calculated by Preston's equation 24 .
Material of base
Silica gel ΔP f1 is the pressure of error frequency f 1 . ΔP f2 is the pressure of error frequency f 2 . Based on Eq. (4), the following conclusions can be obtained.
(1) ′ K can describe the smoothing effects of different spatial frequency surface errors with variant smoothing tool. (2) The larger the smoothing ratio ′ K is, the better the smoothing ability of mid-to-high spatial frequency surface error, and the better the conformal ability of low-spatial frequency surface error will be.
(3) Based on pressure distribution model, the smoothing ratio K' would change along with parameters in smoothing process.
conformal Smoothing Validation
Optimization of smoothing tool. There are a lot of parameters affecting the smoothing ratio including the periodicity of surface error a, the elastic modulus E, the Poisson's ratio v, the thickness of base h, and the amplitude of surface error PV. The periodicity of surface error a and the amplitude of surface error PV are mainly dominated by the surface error, and the other parameters are dominated by the material and thickness of polishing tool. In the optimized process of smoothing tool, the material and thickness of base will be optimized to maximize the smoothing ratio in a reasonable range. In smoothing process, the size of smoothing tool is one half of low-spatial frequency error periodicity and the convergence in full bands of errors is achieved 25 .
To optimize the material of base, four different materials (steel, aluminum, ABS resin, silica gel) are compared. The elastic modulus E and Poisson's ratio v are both listed in Table 1 . To understand the SP, the smoothing ratio of the 30 mm periodic surface error to 1 mm tool-path with different base thickness are simulated respectively, as shown in Figs. 1 and 2. In the simulation process, the compression rigidity of pitch Kc = 4.4e 9 N/m 3 26 .
In Fig. 2 , we can find that the smoothing ratio ′ K reduces rapidly when the thickness of base increases, and it tends to be the same when the base thickness further increase. Also, when the elastic modulus E decreases, the www.nature.com/scientificreports www.nature.com/scientificreports/ smoothing ratio increases rapidly. To obtain a large smoothing ratio, the soft base material is recommended. As limited by the structure of the smoothing tool, it is difficult to make the thickness of base less than 3 mm. Therefore, the material and thickness of base are chosen as Silica gel and 3 mm, respectively. The simulation results show that the smoothing ratio is 5.53 when 3 mm Silica gel is used as the smoothing tool. error is used to smooth. As the typical spatial period and amplitude of surface error is 1~50 mm and 0.1~5 μm, we choose two types of sine spatial frequency surface error to perform the smoothing experiments. One type of sine surface error is 30 mm periodic and 1831 nm PV, and another type of sine surface error is 1 mm periodic and 23 nm PV. The two types of sine surface error which both manufactured by MRF polishing tool are on the same workpiece but with different direction (one is on x direction, another is on y direction), as shown in Fig. 3(a) .
The smoothing parameters are all listed in Table 2 . The time of one smoothing run is 10 min, and the PV of two types of surface error are measured and depicted in every smoothing run, as shown in Fig. 4 www.nature.com/scientificreports www.nature.com/scientificreports/ Although the amplitude of 30 mm periodic surface error is higher than the amplitude of 1 mm periodic surface error, the PV convergence ratio of 1 mm periodic surface error is the faster one. It is observed that the 1 mm periodic surface error can be smooth in 5 smooth run process. However, the 30 mm periodic surface error almost the same in the 5 smooth run process and its PV value changes from 1831.5 nm to 1822.5 nm. The change of surface feature before and after the SP are shown in Fig. 5 . In Fig. 5(a) , not only the 30 mm periodic surface error but also the 1 mm periodic surface error are both obvious in the interferometry image. In Fig. 5(b) , it is found that the 1 mm periodic surface error almost disappears, but the 30 mm periodic surface error still exists. This experiment demonstrates the smooth effectivity of mid-to-high spatial frequency surface error. It also demonstrates the conformal ability of low-spatial frequency surface error.
The smoothing ratio is also investigated in every smoothing run process, as shown in Fig. 6 . The initial actual smoothing ratio is 5.53 which is almost agree with the theoretical value of 5.51. The smoothing ratio reduces with the increasing of smoothing times and runs. The final actual smoothing ratio is 0.80 which is also agreement with the theoretical value of 0.91.
Based on Fig. 6 , the conformal SP can be divided into three steps. (1) At the beginning of SP, the smoothing ratio ′ > K 1. The convergence rate of 1 mm periodic surface error is faster than the 30 mm periodic surface error. It means that the smoothing effect of mid-to-high spatial frequency surface error is faster than the low-spatial frequency surface error. The smoothing effect plays a major role in the mid-to-high spatial frequency surface error, and the conformal effect plays a major role in the low-spatial frequency surface error in the first step. (2) When the smoothing ratio ′ = K 1, there is a balance between smoothing effect and conformal effect. At this theoretical point, the smoothing rate of mid-to-high spatial frequency surface error is theoretically the same as the low-spatial frequency surface error. (3) When the smoothing ratio ′ < K 1, the smoothing rate of mid-to-high spatial frequency surface error is less than the low-spatial frequency surface error. The remove of low-spatial www.nature.com/scientificreports www.nature.com/scientificreports/ frequency surface error plays a major role, which the conformal ability will decrease and the surface accuracy tends to be worse in this process.
Application of Conformal Smoothing for CPP
A 340 mm × 340 mm fused silica CPP is used to perform the conformal SP, the smoothing tool and parameters are also the same with the above experiments, as listed in Table 2 . The only difference is that the smoothing time of CCP increases to 150 min.The machine tool used to smooth is developed by ourselves. The smoothing tool mainly uses pitch and silica gel, as shown in Fig. 7(a) . The smoothing tool-path is raster, as shown in Fig. 7(b) , and there are 5 smoothing runs totally.
The full surface map before and after smoothing are both measured by Zygo interferometer VeriFire MST:GPI XP/D,a. Figure 8(a) shows the surface map before smoothing, the PV and RMS is 1698.699 nm and 266.286 nm, respectively. The PV and RMS is 1691.322 nm and 266.131 nm after 5 smoothing runs (750 minutes), as shown in Fig. 8(b) .
The CCP is polished by MRF before, and the mesh size is 1 mm. Normally speaking, there will remain 1 mm periodic residual surface error on the surface. As the aperture of the interferometer is large, the data resolution is not enough to obtain the tool-path. To investigate the residual surface error before and after smoothing, the sub-aperture measurement is used. One sub-aperture can be zoomed largest, then the field range is 26.1 mm × 19.6 mm and the resolution is 0.0408 mm/pix. To compare the mid-to-high spatial frequency surface error before and after smoothing, the tested sub-aperture zone should be the same. Figure 9 shows the same sub-aperture surface interferometry image before and after smoothing. There remain MRF tool-path residuals on the surface before smoothing. The max amplitude of tool-path residuals is almost 11.3 nm, and it reduces to 2.28 nm after smoothing. There are obvious ripples in the interferometry image before smoothing. However, after smoothing the ripples are difficult to observe on the surface. The results demonstrate that the SP can effectively remove the mid-to-high spatial frequency ripple generated in the MRF process.
To evaluate the SP further, the PSD curve before and after smoothing is calculated, as shown in Fig. 10 . The full-aperture PSD mainly focuses on the low-spatial frequency surface error, in which the 30 mm periodic surface error feature (spatial frequency f = 0.032 mm −1 ) is almost the same. Besides, all the low-spatial frequency surface error are almost invariant, which demonstrate the conformal ability for low-spatial frequency surface error. The sub-aperture PSD mainly focuses on the mid-to-high spatial frequency surface error, in which the 1 mm periodic surface error feature (spatial frequency f = 1 mm −1 ) have been correctted obviously. The energy reduces from 57.68 nm 2 ·mm to 1.79 nm 2 ·mm, it demonstrates the smoothing ability for mid-to-high spatial frequency surface error.
conclusion
(1) Based on the pressure distribution model, the smoothing ratio is proposed to describe the convergence rate of different periodic surface errors and evaluate the smoothing and conformal ability. (2) The smoothing tool is optimized based on the smoothing ratio. The simulation agrees with the smoothing experiments, which demonstrates the correctness of the smoothing ratio. (3) The optimized smoothing tool and parameters are used to smooth a 340 mm × 340 mm CPP sample polished by MRF. The PSD curve indicates that the low-spatial frequency surface error can be conformal and the tool-path can be eliminated effectively, the energy reduces from 57.68 nm 2 ·mm to 1.79 nm 2 ·mm and the surface accuracy RMS only changes from 266.3 nm to 266.1 nm in 5 smoothing run process with total 750 min. The CCP application demonstrates that the SP can not only conform the low-spatial surface accuracy but also eliminates the mid-to-high spatial frequency surface error.
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